Performance decreases when students are less motivated.
The amount of schools and services they offer is satisfactory
Schools are not designed to link their students directly to labor market.
Main Problems:
- Youth Delinquency
- Weak Community
- Lack of Skills
- Unemployment

Youth Center

Main Components:
- Point of Growth
- Close Proximity to the Local Schools
- After-School Programs
- Centralization and Connection of Secondary Functions of Several Schools
- Offering Diverse Services that are Not Available in Traditional Schools
- Leisure, Entertainment, Education, Free Communication
- Active Participation in Offered Activities
- Place to Escape Unhealthy Environment

Main Components:
- Half for Public Events
- "Silent" Work Sector
- "Space for Communication"
**MAIN PROBLEMS**
- Youth Delinquency
- Weak Community
- Lack of Skills
- Unemployment

---

**YOUTH CENTER**

---

**TECHNOLOGY**
- Science
- Performing Arts
- Drama
- Mathematics
- Financial Literacy
- Business Activities
- Academics
- Crafts
- Drawing
- Painting

---

**CREATIVE ARTS**
- Ballet
- Dramadrawing

---

**BUSINESS ACTIVITIES**
- Driving Lessons

---

**Point of Growth**
- Close proximity to the local schools
- After-school programs
- Centralization and connection of secondary functions of several schools
- Offering diverse services that are not available in traditional schools
- Leisure, entertainment, education, free communication
- Active participation in offered activities
- Place to escape unhealthy environment

---

**Main Components:**
- Half for Public Events
- "Silent" Work Sector
- "Space for Communication"